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our body coarse physical particles of an impure kind by
including in our diet animal flesh, alcoholic drinks or
narcotic drugs and other foul and degrading articles, we
attract to ourselves correspondingly impure types of astral
matter. On the other hand, by feeding on clean food and
drink we not only improve our physical vehicle, but also
purify the astral body -by taking from the astral world
delicate and fine materials for its construction. With all
the three bodies thus purified, new possibilities open up
before the man, and knowledge gradually flows into him^
a wider universe unfolding on every side.
Q, Is there any change in the astral body during sleep ?
What are its respective/unctions during the waking and
sleeping states of man ?
Ans. Studying a person when awake and when asleep
we find a marked change in his astral body.  When
awake, astral activities—changing of colours, etc.—
manifest themselves in and around the physical body;
but when he is asleep, the astral body slips out and-floats
with the real man inside it in the air, above the physical
body lying in the bed.
In a person of undeveloped type the separated
astral body is a shapeless mass with an irregular
outline resembling a rolling cloud of unpleasant colours.
It cannot go far from the physical body and is useless
as a vehicle of consciousness. The man within it
is in a dreaming condition, almost as much asleep in his
astral body as in his physical. If anything should occur
to drive it from its physical partner, the latter will awaken
and the astral will quickly re-enter it. The astral body
of an average man in sleep assumes the likeness of the
physical. Such a man, however, cannot work consciously
on the astral plane* In his astral body he drifts toward

